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Front cover image: The 1973 Aston Martin V8 used in Aston Martins press and publicity activity. See page 09 for full road test.
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Mee Speak
Did you know £5.5bn was spent every year on historic-vehicle-related activity in the UK? We
thought that was fascinating, and Nick gives his thoughts on this and other matters of the moment.
1973 Aston Martin V8: The Time Machine
Steve Wakefield travels back through the decades to 1973, the year that Aston Martin returned
to Webers for its S3 V8. Autocar tested ‘11005/RCA’ in September 1973 – Steve drove it only last
month.
What’s in stock
As always, the showroom at Brackenbury House has the finest Astons on the planet. We bring you
our current inventory.
Word
Fancy something to read over Christmas? We’ve a couple of suggestions to beat those post-turkey
blues. They’d make good Christmas presents, too.
Limited-Edition Calendar
There’s only one way of keeping up-to-date in 2017: by investing in our first-ever, limited edition
calendar – a new Aston for every month.
Is it Concours?
FullBore takes a look at the world of classic car concours. Don’t know your ‘elites’ from your
‘preservations’? Do read on…
Market Report
It’s round-table time again, the occasion when the great minds of Brackenbury House bend their
minds to Aston Martin values today and tomorrow. Steve Wakefield was there to keep them in
order.
Trending
The social networks are active 24/7. We show you how we’ve been trending in 2017.
Astonstore.co.uk Christmas Gifts
Stuck for that last-minute present? Help is at hand, with a fine selection of gifts for the Aston
aficionado who thought he or she had everything.
Reader Competition
Start the new year off with a bang. Your chance to win one of three great prizes.
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system, or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, mechanical or otherwise without the prior
permission in writing of the copyright owner.
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ME E
S P E A K
Back to the short days and long nights of winter. It’s been interesting to reflect on the year and consider the
opportunities ahead. There are some unknowns in the future for sure, but plenty of positives relating the classic car
scene on which to report.
It was only recently written about in the press, but a report compiled by the Federation of British Historic Vehicle
Clubs and given to the Houses of Parliament confirmed the sheer size of the contribution made to the UK economy
by historic vehicle activity.
Interested? Well, how about this: £5.5bn spent annually on historic-vehicle-related activity; a 27.9% growth over the
last five years; 500,000 historic vehicle owners in the UK; a £662m annual spend in Britain by owners from outside
the UK. “Quite staggering,” are the words used by Lord Steel, vice chairman of the All Party Parliamentary Historic
Vehicles Group. Staggering indeed!
If these figures surprised you too, then there seems little doubt of the depth and breadth of our chosen sphere of
trading, and the solid and bright future for the maturing classic car industry and associated scene in our country.
Maybe part of the reason for this great success is down to the many events held each year for owners to enjoy their
classic cars. Concours being just one, but one which in recent years has seen a marked increase in participation. You
won’t be risking your car in motor sport, it’s a day out in a pleasing environment, and there’s the possibility of meeting
and chatting to other like-minded owners, exchanging notes and experiences. Being judged on the condition and
presentation of your car and having the opportunity to win a trophy for your effort has, understandably, plenty
of appeal.
In this issue of FullBore we bring you an informative video which is intended to help with understanding the concours
scene, and might well encourage you to think ahead and take part in future events.
Also in this issue, we have included our annual market commentary. The combined brains of our sales experts,
along with renowned market analyst Steve Wakefield, came together with copious cups of tea to review this past
year and provide some tips for the future. We’ve got it mostly right before, so it’s well worth your while seeing what
we’ve got to say – our advice is free, after all!
So, now the end of the year is nearly here, some of us might be thinking about what we are going to do with all that
spare time over the Christmas holiday. Well, apart from viewing endless repeats of ‘The Snowman’ or ‘Morecombe
and Wise’, why not switch over to our YouTube channel to watch some of the videos we’ve produced over the last
three years, from Le Mans-driver Sam Hancock giving a Vantage Le Mans V600 some stick, to some flowing drive-by
scenes of 1960s DBs, and New Era cars on the limit. Our channel is growing and there is something worth watching
for almost every owner of every model.
To our six thousand and more readers around the world, may I extend our Seasons Greetings and say a big thankyou from the entire team at NM&Co for your great support in the past, the present and the future.
Have a very Merry Christmas.
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Christmas opening hours:
Nicholas Mee & Company will close for business at
6pm on Friday 23rd December
and will reopen at 8am on Tuesday 3rd January.
For all enquiries during the holiday season,
please call 07762 388 741.
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1973
Aston
Martin V8:
The Time Machine

Words

/ Steve Wakefield

»
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You can forget about invisibility cloaks and the ability to fly: my special
wish would be time travel. And I wouldn’t push the boundaries of the
fifth dimension too much – others can watch Shakespeare scratching
out an early draft of Hamlet, or George Washington with an axe under
his arm on his way to the check-out.

N

o, I’d simply settle for wiping a few decades off
the clock and go back to the 1970s, an interesting
and underappreciated era, the days of the City of
London pre-Big Bang, flapping flares and serious
sideburns. Perhaps 1973, the year OPEC doubled the
price of crude oil, Larry Page, the founder of Google
was born and George Foreman beat Joe Frazier to
win the heavyweight world boxing championship.

tested carburettors: four twin-choke, 42mm Webers.
Which might seem a retrograde step, when carmakers
were turning to fuel injection and early forms of engine
management to address mounting emissions regulations
and a punishing rise in the cost of fuel. However, as a
small manufacturer, Aston Martin knew where it was
with carbs, and Ferrari only released injected models in
the late-1970s. Newport Pagnell was in good company.

And Aston Martin V8, ‘11005/RCA’, the third Weber
carburettor car completed, became the Newport
Pagnell company’s new demonstrator, one that was to
feature on the cover of Autocar, 6 September 1973…
and in FullBore this month. It’s the car you see here.

Visually, the new V8 Saloon maintained the singleheadlamp look of the outgoing FI car. Apart from the
changes under the bonnet (and to it – the power bulge
to clear the Webers was continued to the trailing edge)
Aston Martin kept the car much as before. But there were
still a variety of small modifications that made it a more
comfortable and practical car – the total was greater than
the sum of its parts, and all that. A new insulating material

For this, informally titled ‘Series 3’, V8 Saloon, Aston
dropped Bosch fuel injection and returned to tried-and-

»
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was applied to the bulkhead and under the bonnet. The
fuel tank was redesigned to allow greater storage space
in the boot. Detail changes were made to the switchgear
and the seats were revised. Oh, and the ash tray was
enlarged. Captains of industry could now rest their
Double Coronas without accidently singeing the Wilton.
It was a magnificent-looking car. The bootlid spoiler
would have to wait for the ‘Oscar India’ introduced in
1978, this V8 carried the bloodline of David Brown’s
original DBSV8. More so now, in a spiritual sense,
with the return to Weber carburettors. When Autocar
tested it, even with a Chrysler TorqueFlite three-speed
automatic it was barely slower than an outgoing
manual car with injection: 0-60mph was covered
in 6.2 seconds, 100mph came up in 15.7 seconds.

»
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Top speed was a little lower (146mph), due in part
to revised axle ratios, but it was still one of the
world’s fastest cars, right up there with the best
2+2s from Maranello, Coventry, Modena and Crewe.
Before I set off for a drive out of London for the
photo-shoot, Nick and I leafed through the history
file on ‘UKX 40L’ (it still carries its Autocar road test
registration). It was a step back in time. Sold directly by
Aston Martin to a director of a City bank – from whose
family it comes today – the car has been the subject of
painstaking restoration costing many £10ks, yet retains
its original interior, a blessing as the original Connolly
hide is impossible to replicate four decades on.
Raise the bonnet and your eyes are met with a
bank of Webers – not so different from a X-Pack

»
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Vantage with which it was sharing floor space at
the Brackenbury House showroom. Turn the key
and gently depress the accelerator and, as Autocar
notes, there is “faultless, smooth idling”. Pulling
back the simple gear-lever into Drive and releasing
the foot-brake, the V8 eases into London traffic.
Down through Chiswick, then onto the M4 out of
London. The big car builds up speed and at everyday
velocities can be wafted along, simply pulling back the
gear-lever to what Autocar quaintly calls ‘Intermediate’
for more immediate thrust. For those used to fly-bywire throttles and eight-speed ’boxes, the simplicity
of technology c1973 might come as a shock; you
really do have to press on the accelerator to open up
the butterflies in the big Webers. What is nowadays
a sequence of impulses every few nano-seconds,

17

back then was a multi-jointed linkage that needed
some muscle to shift. And the Chrysler TorqueFlite
three-speed automatic – seemingly simple in today’s
terms – works well with the classic DOHC Aston V8.
The air-conditioning, something of a novelty at the
time – the ‘A’ in ‘RCA’ – is a useful plus, while the other
small improvements give the cabin a better-organised
feel – although the cigar will have to wait for another
time. The only deviation from its 1973 road test
spec has been the addition of two driving lights in
the grille, and attractive and practical modification.
The driving characteristics are typical Aston Martin: a
spacious cabin with generous accommodation, easy to
see out of and comfortable over a long drive; ‘enough’
power, but no road-burner; classic, understated

»
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styling that wins the car friends wherever it goes; solid
brakes and steering. Autocar praises ‘UKX 40L’ for its
“effortless fast cruising”. Back then, that was some
compliment – European roads could still be tackled at
very high speeds. Today, with never-ending queues
of traffic and relentless regulation keeping averages
painfully low, the expression is more relevant than ever.

This 1973 Aston Martin V8, having
covered only 69,000 miles from
new, is currently for sale at the

It’s a car that has to be viewed for what it is. Valued
at perhaps the third the price of the equivalent
X-Pack V8 Vantage, it’s absurdly affordable. Ditto all
but basket-case DB6s and many six-cylinder DBSs.

Brackenbury House showroom.
Click here for further details »

Also in 1973, on 19 June, comedy musical The Rocky
Horror Show premiered at the Royal Court Theatre,
London. Its most well-known track was, of course,
‘The Time Warp’. Having driven this 1973 Aston Martin
V8, I think I’ve done it – and am ready to do it again.

Words /
Steve Wakefield
Steve Wakefield is one
of the most experienced
commentators on the world
of Aston Martin, new and
old. Having club-raced DB
Astons, and then road-tested
all Gaydon-era cars for
classicdriver.com, he now
works as an independent
consultant in the realm of
collectors’ classic cars.
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What’s
in stock
In this section we showcase a selection of the best examples of Aston Martins from the 1950s
to the present day, all available for sale at our Brackenbury House showrooms.
Prior to delivery all cars are:
Heritage-quality prepared + multi-point checked + serviced + MoT’d
+ 12 months warranty

»
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1962 As t o n Ma r t i n
DB4 Spe c i a l Se r i es £P O A

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

A superb, restored DB4 Special Series with original overdrive
4-speed gearbox. A Series IV example, finished in Forest
Green with Black hides. Produced before the introduction of
the DB4 Vantage model (which was equipped with the closed
headlamp coachwork), this elegant open headlight example
can lay claim to being both rare and exhilarating to drive.
Just 19 of this variant were produced. Chassis, body and
engine restored and equipped with acknowledged upgrades,
including lead free 4.2 litre engine specification, Harvey Bailey

P L A Y VID E O

1 9 9 0 A s to n M a rti n
V 8 Van ta g e X -P a c k £ 3 9 9 ,9 5 0

suspension, aluminium radiator and geared starter.
Introduced in 1962, the SS (Special Series) engine specification
included a raised compression ratio cylinder head, larger
diameter DB4 GT valves and triple carburettors lifting power
output by some 10%. When combined with the optional
overdrive to the gearbox, the sporting performance and
touring ability of the Special Series equipped DB4, was
substantially improved over the earlier models.

M OR E IN F O
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Call (0)20 8741 8822

A late model genuine V8 Vantage X-Pack. Rare and highly
desirable amongst collectors, just 95 RHD cars were built
before production ceased in August 1989.

with Black hides, the car is currently as manufactured and
without modification with exception to its audio equipment.
Maintained by ourselves over the last 7 years, we are proud
to offer this excellent example, complete with service history,
original build details, original specifications and in exceptional
condition.

This last of the line specification and superb condition
example was supplied by ourselves to the last owner 7 years
ago and has covered just 37,000 miles in total from new. One
of just 2 RHD cars, originally finished in Lichfield Black metallic

P L A Y VID E O

M OR E IN F O
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1960 Aston M arti n DB 4 Se r ies 1
£645,000

P L A Y VID E O

2 002 As t o n Ma r t in D B 7 Va n t a g e
£ 42,9 50

M OR E IN F O

P L A Y VID E O

M OR E IN F O

1 9 9 7 A s t on M a r t i n V 8 C oupe
£120,000

P L A Y VID E O

1 9 6 6 A s t on M a r t i n D B6 Vantage
£375,000

M OR E IN F O

P L A Y VID E O

M OR E IN F O

Call (0)20 8741 8822

Call (0)20 8741 8822

Call (0)20 8741 8822

Call (0)20 8741 8822

1988 A ston M arti n V8 E f i
£175,000

1 973 As t o n Ma r t in V 8 C oupe
£160,0 00

1 9 8 6 A s t on M a r t i n V 8 Za g a t o
£375,000

2 0 1 0 A s t on M a r t i n V 1 2 Vantage
£86,950

P L A Y VID E O

M OR E IN F O

P L A Y VID E O

Call (0)20 8741 8822

M OR E IN F O

Call (0)20 8741 8822
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M OR E IN F O

P L A Y VID E O

M OR E IN F O

Call (0)20 8741 8822

Call (0)20 8741 8822
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2003 A ston M arti n Van q u ish
£86,950

P L A Y VID E O

1 970 As t o n Ma r t in D B S Va n t a g e
£250,0 00

M OR E IN F O

P L A Y VID E O

M OR E IN F O

Call (0)20 8741 8822

Call (0)20 8741 8822

2006 A ston M arti n V8 Va n t a g e
P rodri ve £42,950

1986 As t o n Ma r t in V 8 E F I
£185,0 00

P L A Y VID E O

M OR E IN F O

M OR E IN F O

Call (0)20 8741 8822

Call (0)20 8741 8822
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WORD

After pouring yourself a well-earned single malt over the Christmas
break, the FullBore team offers you a couple of Aston Martinrelated reading suggestions:

‘The Aston Martin DB4GT’ by Palawan Press
The latest exquisite book from Palawan Press is released on 1 December.
The book examines the history of every DB4GT in detail, as well as the model’s
design and development and tells of the brilliance of the craftsmen involved in
producing them.
‘The Aston Martin DB4GT’ measures 340 x 290mm, is 544 pages of quite beautiful
design and comprises 850 photos and illustrations.
In true Palawan tradition, this is the finest tribute to one of the very best British cars
ever made and should be a treasured volume on the bookshelf of any aficionado of
sporting cars, Aston Martins in particular.
The ‘Standard Edition’ is a limited-edition of 300 copies and the ‘Chassis Edition’ a
limited-edition of 102 copies.
‘Standard Edition’ – 40 copies at £750 and the last 50 copies at £1000
‘Chassis Edition’ – 25 copies at £1750 (leather bound, presented in a Solander box
with portfolio of four signed, numbered limited-edition prints by Jeremy Dickinson
and Paul Smith). This edition will, in the first instance, be offered to the owners of
the cars (where Palawan knows the current owner) and they will have until the end
of June 2016 to purchase their copy of the book. Thereafter, all remaining copies will
be open to general sale
Click here for further information and how to buy:
http://www.palawan.co.uk/books/aston-martin-db4gt.html
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Vantage Magazine
Some sixteen issues and four years ago, the publishers of Octane magazine
launched a new title aimed squarely at Aston Martin owners and enthusiasts.
Vantage magazine was born, and is widely read by legions of fans of the
marque worldwide.
In the latest issue, No. 16, Nicholas Mee was intrigued to have been asked to join an
elite group of Aston Martin drivers to try one another’s cars and give their thoughts
on each other’s ‘driving focused’ machines. To spend a day in the company of noneother-than F1 supremo and RB-001 originator Adrian Newey, historian Stephen
Archer, Vantage editor and Nürburgring 24-hour veteran Dickie Meaden, and
Aston Martin’s chief chassis engineer Matt Becker was an honour, to say the least.
Wrestling with the relative merits of each car over a pub lunch near Goodwood,
some interesting opinions have been published – with some surprising conclusions.
Also in the latest issue is an abridged transcript of the Walter Hayes lecture given
earlier this year to Aston Martin Owners Club members at the Royal Automobile
Club, Pall Mall. Nick was asked to recall the days when he managed the company’s
London showrooms during the late 1970s and 1980s selling new and used
Aston Martins. They were interesting times, after Aston Martin’s rescue from
administration, through successive governments and economies spanning recession
to post-Big Bang boom-time.
It’s worth a peak, if only see the picture of Nick at his desk in 1977.
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LI M IT E D
E DITON
c a l e nd a r
We are delighted to present our first-ever,
limited-edition Aston Martin calendar. Only
250 calendars will be produced, making it a
future collectors’ item!
It features stunning photography of various Aston
Martins previously sold by Nicholas Mee & Co from all
eras from the 1950s to the present day.
The calendar is A3 in size, wire-bound with a hanging
loop at the top and a front cover featuring both
NM&Co and Aston Martin Heritage logos pressed in
silver foil. There are 12 pages, every month of 2017 has
a stunning image (with description) on each one. It’s
backed by a quality cardboard cover and is delivered in
a bespoke card envelope.
Aston Martin models featured are:
• 2003 Aston Martin DB7 Zagato
• 2008 Aston Martin DBS
• 1952 Aston Martin DB2/4
• 1988 Aston Martin V8 Efi
• 2008 Aston Martin V8 Vantage
• 1963 Aston Martin DB4
• 1985 Aston Martin V8 Vantage
• 1965 Aston Martin DB5
• 1989 Aston Martin V8 Vantage Volante
• 2005 Aston Martin DB9
• 1991 Aston Martin Virage
• 1996 Aston Martin V8 Coupe

BUY ONLINE • £14.95
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Is i t
c o nc o ur s ?
It’s a familiar scenario for the Brackenbury House team.
The buyer: “Yes, but is it concours?” ,The seller: “Yes, it’s in
concours condition. Well, maybe...”
This September Nick, Neal and Ed were at the heart of the UK’s
late-summer ‘car week’; the concours and auctions held to
coincide with the Goodwood Revival. First it was Windsor Castle
for the Concours of Elegance, then only three weeks later the
Aston Martin Owners Club held another of its standard-setting
events at Compton Verney House, the 18th century mansion
near Stratford-Upon-Avon, the Club’s Autumn Concours.
The NM&Co team was in pole position at Windsor, displaying
a fine selection of Astons for sale just outside the main gates.
So there were plenty of opportunities to have that ‘concours
conversation’. As always, the Brackenbury Showroom cars
were immaculately presented. And the team took time out to
visit the Quadrangle at the Castle, where the very best-of-thebest were on display, each one the very definition of ‘concours’.
All of which got them thinking about exactly what constitutes
a ‘concours car’, how FullBore readers could get involved and
what effect ‘concours-standard’ or, even better ‘concourswinning’ has on a car’s standing and, more to the point, value.
It’s a sometimes-mystifying world of ‘preservation’, ‘originality’
and ‘elite’.

»
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Don’t be dazzled by all those men in white coats or blazers and
boaters, flawless paintwork and blazing chrome. This video
gives you the low-down on the different levels of competition
and how you can join in with your Aston Martin. In this month’s
end-of-year FullBore, let us be your guide.
We asked AMOC Chairman and Chief Judge of Concours Mark
Donoghue if, having just bought a car and liked the idea of
concours but were a “bit worried it’s not going to be as shiny
as some of the other cars,” would we be welcome? The answer
was unequivocal: “You would! Normally people get the bug.
You do it once, spending a couple of days cleaning the car
before the event, then the judges will scrutinise your car and
point out one or two things and give you a guideline on what
you’ve done wrong… then you’ll go back and do it again next
year. Eventually you’ll get to the elite class.”

Originality is important, Donoghue stresses that – but he and
the Club recognise that for many a colour change makes their
car that much more personal, so there’s only a small (one
point) deduction. A good interior is more critical, original hide
upholstery is hard to replicate now and well-maintained, yet
wonderfully patinated, Connolly leather is a joy to behold.
Which brings in another angle on concours – they help
preserve our cars for posterity, prizing originality and
recording in precisely what condition they left Feltham,
Newport Pagnell, Bloxham or Gaydon. This includes the
badges, the wiring, the screws and the clips, all the minutiae of
car manufacturing over the decades. As Nick points out in Mee
Speak, the heritage business is worth many £billions to the
British economy every year. A significant part of that goes to
restorers dedicated to maintaining classic cars, keeping them

»
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true to their specification when new….
…which brings us on to values. There’s an Aston Martin
for everyone, and no hard and fast rule. Astons are meant
for driving and even small modifications will make all the
difference to how a 50-year-old classic drives today. But in
recent years a return to ‘as delivered’ has meant that a car with
as many original features as possible is highly prized.
The concours field is a good way of keeping cars true to
themselves. As Nick says, it’s not for all, but certainly worth
a try and a good way of meeting new friends. One thing’s for
certain: you will find out more about your car at the end of the
day than you did at the beginning.
So, do enjoy our video and we hope to see you at an event next
year. We’ll bring a duster.

P L A Y VID E O
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M a r ke t
Re v i e w
2 0 16
Words

Steady as she goes,
lack of high-grade cars maintains stability
‘Go find another, Sir!” We laughed – it’s an old auctioneer’s
saying, but all too true in 2016. Nick, Neal, Ed and I were
sitting round the boardroom table for FullBore’s annual
take on the state of the classic Aston Martin market.
Despite political and economic uncertainty, the feeling
was that it’s in good health due, in part, to the scarcity of
or really good quality cars. Nick sums it up:

/ Steve Wakefield

“We have not offered one DB5 in 2016. Last year we
handled the sale of four ‘Prince of Wales’ V8 Vantage
Volantes – this year none. The market is drying up at this
level: owners of really good cars are under no pressure
to sell, what else can you do with the money?”

Four months after Brexit, the sales team are now
benefiting from the effect of the weak pound and
receiving a lot of interest from buyers outside the UK.
And the merits of owning a classic Aston – the badge,
the heritage, limited-production, a worldwide appeal to
all, pride of ownership, a recognisable shape, ‘analogue’
driving experience – are as strong as ever.

one exception being the DB Mk III Convertible, trading
strongly at DB6 Volante levels.
Which takes us to more familiar ground. We’ve made
the point that it’s been hard to source really good cars
in 2016. What will be interesting will be the effect on the
market of freshly restored barn-find DB 4s, 5s and 6s
bought at auction over the last three or four years once
they come out of the workshops. As Neal said: “With
bills of £250k+ they should be good – but they won’t
be cheap.”

We looked at Aston Martin production over the years,
starting with pre-War and Feltham cars, not a speciality
at Brackenbury House. In 2015 and 2016 there were
one or two big auction sales of significant pre-War cars
and although the genre is more specialised, it’s worth
noting that compared with equivalent Bugattis, Bentleys
and Alfa Romeos, Astons are both more affordable
and better documented. On the Feltham front, prices
remain static for a model still with a ‘pre-War feel’, the

The DB6 remains the ‘entry level’ classic DB, with the DB5
at the top of the tree and the DB4 slightly overlooked
in the middle, many buyers “preferring to wait for the
right DB5 to come along.” Still expect to pay double for a
DB6 Volante over the equivalent Saloon, a fact that puts

»
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DB 6

V8 Vantage Volante

Vantage ‘Le Mans’

values of V8 Volantes in the spotlight.

the V8 Vantage X-Pack? “They have already taken the
big leap, up to £450k, and we now believe this price has
stabilised,” said Nick, continuing: “What does make you
think, is how a really nice standard V8 Saloon can still be
bought for a third of that – barn-find DB6 money.

2016 as the time when the market at last appreciated
the final – most expensive and most powerful – handbuilt V8s to come out of Newport Pagnell.”

“A regular V8 Volante today trades at only 50 percent
more than a Saloon,” said Nick. “Which leaves them
behind the curve, if you look at the way convertible
straight-six DBs are priced. The market has been
‘confused’, if you like, by the number of Federal cars
coming back from the US, with odd colours, big
bumpers, side-repeaters and emissions equipment.

“Buyers want a V8, then realise they want a V8 Vantage,
then focus on an X-Pack. A model that is expensive, and
will remain so, always out of their reach. Why not look
at the best possible V8 Saloon? And with values rising
we’re seeing some excellent cars from right across the
17-year life-span of the V8, not just Oscar Indias.”

“So there’s always quite a few to choose from, but far
fewer really nice cars: Euro spec, dark greens, greys or
blues. We like them, and we think buyers priced out of
the market for 1960s DBs or V8 Vantages should give
them some consideration.”

Moving on, Neal has a word to say on the supercharged
Vantage. “There’s been significant interest in these, and
we can see why. They are exceptional cars built to a high
standard. If 2015 was the ‘year of the X-Pack’, we see

So what’s the state of play on 2015-2016’s hot property,

43
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are not going down, so annual costs are limited to
maintenance rather than depreciation. But don’t get
too hung up on the plethora of special editions, as Neal
said, “There are so many of them, only enthusiasts can
tell one from another and there’s little additional value.”
Do, though, look at cars that Aston built in low numbers.
The DB9 Manual Sports Pack is a good example – if you
can find one, an alternative to a Ferrari 550 Maranello
for a third of the price.

And the Vanquish, the last hurrah for car manufacturing
at Aston Martin’s spiritual home? Over to Ed: “Again,
it’s down to quality – there are a lot of cars out there.
But only the right cars sell; we’d put an excellent late
Vanquish S at £150k now. It was £100k not so long ago.
“And you know what our most requested model was
in 2016? The Gaydon-built DBS. The last two on the
website lasted only 48 hours before they sold. Look for
a manual 2+2 with Bang & Olufsen sound – that’s the
one to have, perhaps in ‘Bond’ grey.”

It’s just possible to buy well-maintained, low-mileage
Gaydon DB9s and V8s for less than £45k. And the
evergreen DB7 Vantage is always in demand, its ‘classic’
Aston looks married to relatively modern technology
finding favour with many searching for an older-looking
car yet wanting modern conveniences.

Values of good pre-owned Gaydon cars in general
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# T r e nd i ng
‘We have an active presence on a number of social media channels including Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and
instagram. We hope that all of our followers enjoy the content that we are able to share. We have taken time out
to review our activity this year to establish which cars / activities have encouraged the most ‘engagement’ with our
followers that may also support some of the market trends commented on elsewhere in FullBore:

YOUTUBE
YouTube – Via YouTube we are able to broadcasts videos of the various cars that we have offer for
sale, us in action at various events and also various videos that we believe could be interesting and
entertaining. Here are our three most popular (in terms of views) videos from 2016:

V8 Zagato

The new cars from Gaydon, such as the turbocharged
DB11, finally mark the end of an era for the old-school,
analogue cars of old – even ones still in production. The
manual V12 Vantage will be a future classic, and is still
one of the most exciting cars available new today.

undervalued,” said Nick.
The team finished the discussion with this, apposite
conclusion: “With the scarcity of good cars keeping
prices solid, perhaps now might be the time for those
UK collectors owning a model with genuine worldwide
appeal, who have been considering a sale, to bring it to
the market.

While Aston’s habit of mixing and matching wheels,
spoilers and paintwork for its Gaydon special-editions
adds little to values, the genuinely low-numbers cars
with Zagato bodywork are something else. A modern
V12 Vantage Zagato is now a solid £600k car, which
makes the price of 1986 V8 Zagato (number nine of just
50 built) sitting in the showroom somewhat illogical.

“The buyers are certainly there. They’ve certainly got
the currency in their favour; cars sourced in the UK
by buyers in mainland Europe or the USA have never
been more affordable. And, as we’ve said, the market
is craving high-quality examples. It’s win-win all round,
particularly with worldwide financial markets still in a
state of flux and interest rates at rock-bottom for the
foreseeable future. UK property has done well in the
recent past, but look at the price to entry now...”

“Today, these can be bought for a little less than a
V8 Vantage X-Pack, yet they have the same engine
as standard and are the fastest V8s Aston has
ever produced, real drivers’ cars. They are hugely
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Exploring the Aston
Martin Vantage Le Mans
with Sam Hancock

Aston Martin
Lagonda Tickford

Aston Martin
V8 Vantage X-Pack

INSTAGRAM
Instagram – Regular postings from both the sales and workshop departments of the company
providing our followers with great Aston Martin imagery and ‘behind the scene’s’ photographs.
Our posts that have attracted the most attention so far in 2016 are:

1

2
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ASTONSTORE.CO.UK

CHRISTMAS 2016
From inexpensive stocking ﬁllers to ‘best presents’ for your
hard-to-please nearest and dearest, all are available for
purchase online. The AstonStore will have your
Christmas shopping wrapped up!
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#5
WALLET

ASTON MARTIN
LEATHER KEYRING

LEATHER COAT
WALLET

ASTON MARTIN
RACING TEAM CAP

WHEELSPINNER
CUFFLINKS

ASTON MARTIN
RACING TEAM GILET

BUY ONLINE • £100.86

BUY ONLINE • £49.96

BUY ONLINE • £150.00

BUY ONLINE • £20.00

BUY ONLINE • £65.00

BUY ONLINE • £90.00

Individually crafted using the same high
quality Tuscan vegetable-tanned throughdyed leather as we use in our holdalls. Whilst
part of our official #5 range, please note that
this is a limited edition item and will only be
on sale while stocks last.

Aston Martin Rhodium Plated Wing Keyring
This beautiful Aston Martin ‘wings’ keyring
features a rhodium plated and enameled
‘badge’ set onto a key fob made from the
finest, hand stitched black leather.

In black leather with grey stitching and
embossed Aston Martin logo.

In new team colours of navy and red for
2016, this hat looks stunning. Very wearable,
extremely comfortable, and with the allimportant AMR logo printed on the front.
The cap can be adjusted to fit.

In silver plated depicting the classic Aston
Martin wheel spinner design.

Padded team gilet with printed logos to the
front and back.
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CARBON FIBRE PEN
AND PENCIL SET

AM SILVER PLATED
WING CUFFLINKS

VANQUISH 007
SECRET SERVICE

ASTON MARTIN
PICNIC RUG

ASTON MARTIN
RACING MUG

ASTON MARTIN
RACING RUCKSACK

buy online • £ 4 5 . 0 0

BUY ONLINE • £49.96

BUY ONLINE • £35.46

buy online • £ 3 0 8 . 0 0

BUY ONLINE • £12.00

BUY ONLINE • £60.00

Carbon fibre ballpoint pen and pencil set with
gunmetal fittings. Aston Martin logo laser
engraved on clip.

Aston Martin Silver Plated Wing Cufflinks
Aston Martin hallmarked sterling silver
rhodium plated and vitreous enameled wing
cufflinks. Dimensions : 26mm

Aston Martin Vanquish (British Secret Service
edition) with remote control and sound and
light effects.

The Aston Martin Picnic Rug is made from
100% lambswool with a waterproof fabric
backing, and is produced in Scotland.

A proper mug for your morning brew,
featuring abstract image of the Aston Martin
Racing Vantage race car.

Versatile rucksack/backpack with padded,
adjustable shoulder straps for comfort
There’s a small multi-function full zip front
pocket and the main compartment is roomy,
with a padded section for carrying a laptop
or tablet.
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CO M P E TITION

In our last FullBore Lite, we ran a competition to win a prize of
a day for two at the Aston Martin Millbrook Performance
Driving Course.
It’s congratulations, then, to the winners, DBS V12-owners Mr
and Mrs Hookway, who attended the Millbrook proving ground in
October and had great fun at the wheel of the very latest Aston
Martins. Sadly, due to the top-secret nature of the facility, no
mobile phones are allowed, so we have no photographic evidence
– but we are assured that a most enjoyable day was had!
—
In this Autumn/Winter FullBore, we have another cracking readers’
competition with not just one, but three great prizes.
One lucky winner, who correctly answers the question below,
will receive this stunning, beautifully crafted leather Pebble
laptop case from our friends at Hackett, partners to Aston Martin
Lagonda and Aston Martin Racing.
Two lucky winners will receive one of our limited-edition 2017
calendars featured on page 33, and three lucky winners will
receive an annual subscription to Vantage magazine, profiled on
page 31 of this newsletter.

Question:
The 2016 Aston Martin Owners Club Autumn
Concours was held at which prestigious UK venue?
Please email your answer to: info@nicholasmee.co.uk
Closing date for entries: Monday, 12 December 2016.
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